$5 MENU OPTIONS

**Peace Cafe**
- mini Moroccan stew

**LASagne**
- curry rice veggie bowl

**Panda Express**
- small entree

**Beefy Ramen**
- mini ramen

**Hot Tacos Hawaii**
- 1 taco with side of rice and beans

**Dunkin' Donuts**
- variety of donuts and breakfast sandwiches

**Punchbowl Cafe**
- cup of granola with almond milk and a banana

**Holoholo Grill**
- PB&J sandwich, string cheese, bag of chips

**The Sister**
- mini beef gyoza bowl with rice, vegetables, fried egg, with teriyaki glaze

**DA SPOT**
- vegetarian wrap with black beans, tomatoes, onions, cheese and Spanish rice

**Hickory Crossing Cafe**
- ham and cheese crepe

**L&L Hawaiian Barbecue**
- loco moco bowl

**Maru Farms - SP**
- parfait and muffin

***Paradise Palms Cafe***
- spam musubi and brownie

- spicy California wrap

- PB&J and Stretch Island fruit snack